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Stryker’s Collagen Meniscus Implant
The CMI is the only approved collagen scaffold for segmental augmentation
of the medial meniscus. This resorbable scaffold is made from purified type
1 collagen. The CMI is designed to reinforce and repair a meniscus defect
following partial menisectomy or for use with irreparable meniscal tears.

Optimizing Procedural Outcomes
Intuitive Instrumentation

• 311 patient randomized,
controlled clinical trial
• More than 6,000 implants
distributed worldwide
• 14 years commercial history

CMI Delivery Clamp

CMI Measuring Device

• Extensive published literature
supports safety and effectiveness
• 10 Year follow-up in a concomitantly
controlled study with 33 patients.

The Biologic Solution

Clinical Experience with CMI & Treatment Success

During the U.S. clinical trial, the results of chronic CMI patients regained significantly more
lost activity than the control patients, with an average meniscal surface area that increased
by 97% at 1 year post-op. In the acute meniscus tear, CMI patients showed a significant
increase in tissue filling the meniscus defect compared to pre-op. All patients experienced
improvements in pain, Lysholm and self-assessment compared to pre-operative values;
however, no statistical difference compared to the control group.1

• CMI Patients with chronic meniscus injuries are almost three times less likely to need
another meniscus surgery within 5 years.1
• Within a minimum 10 year follow-up, 87% of patients benefited from implantation of
the medial CMI implant with improvements in pain, activity levels and radiological
outcomes superior to partial meniscectomy.2
• In a 311 patient randomized, controlled, multicenter clinical trial, histological
analysis showed newly formed meniscus-like fibrocartilage tissue well integrated
into the host meniscus.1

Healing is Important
As with any surgery, rehabilitation is an important part of the process. The duration of the rehabilitation
program following implantation of the CMI can last six months. It offers a balanced combination of
strengthening and motion exercises to protect newly formed tissue through the regeneration process,
which helps to ensure the best possible generation of new tissue to fill the meniscal defect.

Part Number

Description

4300

Small Medial CMI

4301

Large Medial CMI

4608

CMI Measuring Cannula

4610

CMI Delivery Clamp

4618

CMI Disposable Measuring Rod
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A surgeon must always rely on his or her own professional clinical judgment when deciding whether to us a particular product when treating
a particular patient. Stryker does not dispense medical advice and recommends that surgeons be trained in the use of any particular product
before using it is surgery. Dr. Mather, Dr. Nho, Dr. Coleman, and Dr. Genuario are all paid consultants of Stryker. Their statements represent
their own opinions based on personal experience and are not necessarily those of Stryker. Individual results may vary.
The information presented is intended to demonstrate the breadth of Stryker product offerings. A surgeon must always refer to the
package insert, product label and/or instructions for use before using any Stryker product. Products may not be available in all markets
because product availability is subject to the regulatory and/or medical practices in individual markets. Please contact your Stryker
representative if you have questions about the availability of Stryker products in your area.
Stryker Corporation or its divisions or other corporate affiliated entities own, use or have applied for the following trademarks or service
marks; CMI, Stryker. All other trademarks are trademarks of their respective owners or holders.
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